Repeat after us: Major does not equal career. You can work in business without a business degree. History majors have many more options than just teaching. And computer science students are hired in a wide range of fields, like government, education and archeology.

The SAS degree provides you with a wide array of problem-solving skills to creatively tackle any task, challenge, or goal that lies ahead! These attributes are what employers and graduate programs seek in their candidates. This means that you can truly do anything with your SAS degree if you find connections between practical skills and your academic interests. Not sure how to connect the dots? Here are 3 things you can do today:

1) Check out our Alumni stories to learn more about what SAS students have accomplished since graduating.
2) Ready to declare your major/minor? Log into myMajor to submit your declarations!
3) Unsure about your journey? Schedule an SAS advising appointment.